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Positional faithfulness and root-initial syllables
The proposed inclusion of position-sensitive faithfulness constraints in the grammar raises an obvious question: what is the range of positions which can be referred to in such constraints, and what makes these positions available? I propose that the set of privileged licensing positions is a small, functionally defined class, consisting of those positions which are phonetically or psycholinguistically equipped to convey a wide range of marked features. The functional unity of this set is exploited in the grammar, in the form of positional faithfulness constraints which favour preservation of underlying lexical contrasts in just the positions which facilitate perception of those contrasts.
One source of motivation for positional faithfulness is found in the phonetic realm. Steriade (1993) , in an overview of positional neutralisation phenomena, suggests that the set of linguistic positions which may serve as privileged licensers of contrast is defined in terms of perceptual facilitation. Marked or perceptually difficult contrasts are confined to positions in which they can be more easily discerned or produced, by virtue of phonetic factors such as increased duration, release of closure and segmental transition. Steriade discusses examples of privileged licensing in a variety of perceptually enhanced positions, Shona vowel harmony 5 including peripheral syllables, stressed syllables, long vowels, syllable onsets and syllable nuclei. Recent works by Padgett (1995, to appear) and Lombardi (1996) recruit this concept of perceptual facilitation, proposing positional faithfulness constraints in positions of consonantal release, in order to account for onset/coda asymmetries in licensing Laryngeal and Place features.
A second source of motivation for positional faithfulness may be found in the domain of lexical access and language processing. There is a considerable body of psycholinguistic research which indicates that wordinitial material, either spoken or written, plays a key role in lexical access, word recognition and speech production. Some of this evidence is outlined in (4) below (see Hall 1988 Hall , 1992 From evidence of this type, Hawkins & Cutler (1988: 299) conclude that the temporal structure of lexical entries is 'of paramount importance' in the lexicon. They further 'suggest that the pervasiveness of onset salience, expressing itself not only in auditory comprehension but in reading as well, and in parallel effects in speech production, argues that the importance of the temporal structure of words in their mental representation extends beyond the auditory access code'. In this context, the predictions of Nooteboom (1981: 422) take on particular significance: 'lexical items will generally carry more information early in the word than late in the word. In phonological terms one would predict that (1) in the initial position there will be a greater variety of different phonemes and phoneme combinations than in word-final position, and (2) word initial phonemes will suffer less than word final phonemes from assimilation and coarticulation rules'.
Nooteboom's predictions appear to be borne out cross-linguistically. Nooteboom's second prediction, that word onsets should be more resistant to phonological change than word endings, is also supported by a variety of findings. Experimental evidence indicates that the application of fast-speech assimilation rules in two-word sequences preferentially affects the end of the first word, rather than the onset of the second (Cooper & Paccia-Cooper 1980 ; see also the discussion in Hall 1992 and Hume 1996) . Naturally occurring examples provide additional evidence for initial-syllable resistance to change. Hume (1996) discusses the occurrence of metathesis in the Austronesian language Leti. In Leti, metathesis is a pervasive strategy employed in the satisfaction of a variety of phrase-level prosodic structure constraints. However, while metathesis applies freely to word-final sequences, it never applies in word-initial environments.6 Zulu, a Bantu language of South Africa, is another example of initial resistance. In Zulu, labial consonants undergo a dissimilatory palatalisation process in the context of the passive suffix -w (Doke 1954 , Beckman 1994 . Thus the passive form of guba 'dig!' is ayaguj'wa 'it is being dug', not *ayagubwa. When a labial-initial root is passivised, however, palatalisation fails to apply: bala 'write!', but iyabalwa 'it is being written', rather than *iyajalwa.7 These and similar cases demonstrate the resistance of segments in initial syllables to phonological alternation.
The psycholinguistic evidence reviewed above demonstrates clearly that initial syllables have a privileged processing status. Hawkins & Cutler (1988: 300) view this positional privilege as an accommodation of the language processing system to the 'temporal constraints of speech understanding'. They suggest that the structure of words in a language is further adapted to optimise the efficiency of the processing system, listing Nooteboom's (1981) proposals as examples of possible phonological adaptation. As we have seen, cross-linguistic evidence which instantiates Nooteboom's predictions is plentiful: phonological inventories are more rich in root-initial syllables than elsewhere, and initial syllables are preferentially resistant to phonological alternation. I propose that this asymmetry in the phonological properties of initial and non-initial syllables arises from a dispersion of IDENT 
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Yill N. Beckman With this constraint dispersion, faithfulness to underlying specifications in initial syllables may take precedence over markedness constraints, even when a context-free faithfulness constraint is overridden by markedness considerations. The high ranking of positional faithfulness constraints, relative to both the more general IDENT constraints and markedness constraints, yields the result that features and/or contrasts in just those positions which are psycholinguistically or perceptually salient are less susceptible to neutralisation than in other locations which are not protected. In Shona, the ranking of IDENT-01(hi) above the vowel-height markedness constraints (see below) permits the full range of height contrasts to occur in initial syllables, and further renders these syllables impervious to height harmony. By contrast, the ranking of the contextfree constraint IDENT(hi) below the markedness constraints renders noninitial syllables incapable of licensing marked vowels and further, susceptible to height harmony. Following a low vowel, no further mid vowels may appear: instead, the typologically less marked high vowels are invariably found. Before turning to the analysis of height distribution in Shona, the theoretical framework and constraints assumed are set out in ?4. 4 The Optimality Theory framework 4.1 Background: optimality and correspondence Optimality Theory is a framework in which the emphasis is not on a sequence of ordered rules by which an input is transformed into a surface form, but rather on the interaction of violable universal constraints which determine the well-formedness of output forms. The task of the analyst is therefore not to determine what rules apply and in what order in a given language, but instead to determine the ranking of constraints which will generate all and only the surface phonological patterns of a language.
Jill N. Beckman
The OT grammar consists of the following components (Prince & Smolensky 1993): Con, a set of violable universal constraints, ranked on a language-particular basis, against which the well-formedness of output candidates is evaluated; a function Gen, which associates an input form with a potentially infinite set of output candidates; and a function Eval, which assesses output candidates and orders them according to how well they satisfy the constraint system of the language in question. The actually occurring output form is that candidate which best satisfies the constraint system.
Optimality Theory makes the strong claim that cross-linguistic variation derives entirely from permuted ranking of universal constraints. One corollary of this claim is the principle of RICHNESS OF THE BASE (Prince & Smolensky 1993:191 In this paper, I focus on the elaboration of the IDENT constraints, and the interaction of these constraints with featural markedness constraints.
The constraints
The key generalisation concerning the distribution of non-low vowels in Shona is the inalterability of root-initial input height specifications. Subsequent vowels which are non-low either agree in height with a preceding vowel or are [+high]. In terms of correspondence, this can be seen as the result of a higher premium being placed on the maintenance of underlying contrasts in initial syllables than elsewhere in the word. This contrast in the restrictions on initial and non-initial feature specifications can be captured via the dispersion of the featural identity constraint IDENT(hi) into two discrete constraints, one specific to rootinitial syllables (16a) and the other (16b) assessing faithfulness in any context. As discussed in ? 4.1 above, OT assumes that the markedness constraints contained in UG are evaluated with respect to output forms. Languageparticular variation derives from permutations in the ranking of such constraints, and not from restrictions on input forms. This is the principle of Richness of the Base: the set of input forms is universal, but due to permutation of constraint ranking, different languages arrive at different inventories of grammatical output forms. For example, the ranking *MID > *HIGH, IDENT(hi) in Shona guarantees that non-low vowels which follow an initial a must always surface as [+high]. Were IDENT(hi) to dominate *MID, the result would be a different language, one in which non-initial vowels are freely high or mid. From the same set of input forms, /CaCiC/ and /CaCeC/, different output results will be obtained.
The discussion thus far has focused on an account of possible vs. impossible surface forms, without reference to instantiated Shona verbs. The output orientation of OT brings with it Richness of the Base, meaning that all manner of different possible inputs must converge on the occurring surface inventory of a language, via the constraint ranking which characterises the grammar of that language. However, there is a distinction to be made between possible input forms and plausible underlying representations for actual lexical items. In general, many different inputs may converge on a particular output form, but only that input which diverges minimally from the output will be selected by the language learner as the lexical representation. Of several potential inputs whose outputs all converge on the same phonetic form, choose as the real input the one whose output is the most harmonic.
Given a choice of inputs which yield the same surface result, the language learner will select as the underlying representation that input which most closely resembles the output form. Let's consider a concrete case, the Shona verb root kwazis-'greet'. Following the examples of (22) and (23) above, two possible inputs for this form are /kwazes-/, with an underlying mid vowel, and /kwazis-/, with an underlying high vowel. As tableaux (22) and (23) show, both inputs will converge on the same phonetic output. Lexicon Optimisation dictates that /kwazis-/ will be selected as the actual underlying form. The output in (23b) incurs fewer violations with respect to /kwazis-/ than does the output (22b) with respect to the input /kwazes-/. This is demonstrated in the tableau des tableaux in (25) The constraint system employed in (22) and (23), while providing the correct results for simple low-non-low roots, is not sufficiently rich to account for all of the Shona data. Without additional constraints, simple [CeC] roots are predicted to be unavailable in the language, since the markedness constraint *MID dominates IDENT(hi). This ranking will result in the obliteration of all mid vowels in surface forms; an input [-high] specification will always be rendered [ + high] in outputs in order to satisfy the high-ranking *MID, even at the expense of IDENT(hi). Thus, in order to correctly allow verb roots such as per-'end' and son-'sew' to surface, the contraint system must be augmented. Specifically, *MID must be dominated by a constraint which permits mid vowels to appear in the privileged root-initial position.
The constraint in question is the positional identity constraint IDENTo1(hi). Mid vowels are permitted to surface just in case they are contained in the root-initial syllable; preservation of underlying contrasts in this position takes precedence over the markedness considerations which otherwise serve to rule out mid vowels. That is, IDENT To understand the relationship of low vowels to the restrictions on vowel height in non-low vowels, we return to the hypothetical /CaCeC/ input of (22) 
Although the faithful candidate (36b) incurs no violations of IDENT(hi), it does incur two violations of the higher-ranking *MID. As before, this profusion of markedness violations is fatal; the unmarked character of the high vowel i is the key to its appearance following a.
The final matter to be addressed here is the failure of height harmony in e ... u sequences, and the absence of otherwise expected e ... o sequences. As noted in ?3, non-low vowels may disagree in height just in case an initial front mid vowel e is followed by a round vowel; when the initial mid vowel is round, subsequent round vowels are also mid. Thus, we find svetukira 'jump in', rather than the expected *svetokera, but pofomadza 'blind', gobora 'uproot', etc., are well-formed (*pofumadza, *gobura). Kaun (1995) , in an examination of rounding harmony systems, surveys articulatory, perceptual and typological studies of vowel rounding. She reports that non-high round vowels are produced with less lip rounding and protrusion than high round vowels (Linker 1982) . This articulatory disparity is mirrored in the perceptual domain: non-high round vowels are perceived as being relatively less rounded than their high counterparts (Terbeek 1977) . Finally, rounding on low vowels is extremely rare in the languages of the world (Maddieson 1984 -initial vowel (40d) will avoid an extra violation of *RoLo, but at the expense of undominated IDENT(round). Finally, the fully faithful candidate (40a) fails by virtue of its *HIGH violation; height-harmonic and optimal (40b) avoids this violation.
As the preceding discussion has demonstrated, the distribution of nonlow vowels in Shona verbs is accounted for tidily by the interaction of markedness and faithfulness constraints. The privileged licensing status of the root-initial syllable results from the high-ranking IDENT-a1(hi), which forces input-output correspondence in the root-initial position, even for the more marked mid vowels. This is due to the ranking of IDENT-o1(hi) above both of the featural markedness constraints *MID and *HIGH.
The 
Correspondence and alignment
Given the dubious underpinnings of the containment-based analyses in the preceding section, the adoption of Correspondence Theory might seem an appealing alternative. However, alignment in Correspondence Theory fails entirely, precisely because the unparsed feature specifications preserved under containment are not available in the output candidates to be considered.
Because the preceding section established that an alignment analysis is possible with the adoption of two distinct ALIGN constraints, the same dispersion will be adopted for the discussion here. Assuming the correspondence implementation of faithfulness to be IDENT(hi), the following set of constraints will be required: Unfortunately, by allowing the decision between (54b) and (c) to fall to the markedness constraints, the less marked [CiCiC] will be chosen as optimal, because *MID > *HIGH. Root-initial mid vowels are incorrectly predicted to be wiped out, due to markedness constraints; there can be no roots containing mid vowels at all in this language. The privileged licensing status of the root-initial syllable simply is not captured here, and it should be clear from the preceding sections that no account which assumes both correspondence and alignment will fare any better with Shona height harmony.
The case against feature alignment
The discussion above has established that an alignment analysis of Shona height harmony is possible only if correspondence is abandoned in favour of containment. Apart from the troubling problem that the general advantages of Correspondence Theory would have to be set aside (see McCarthy & Prince 1995), the adoption of the containment analysis presented above is clearly a questionable move. In order to achieve the effects of IDENT-0o1(hi), the containment analysis must resort to an interpretation of alignment in which unparsed feature specifications cause violations. Furthermore, this analysis requires the replication of the markedness constraint hierarchy in the alignment constraints themselves. This redundancy, which is necessary in order to correctly generate the surface forms of Shona, renders the markedness constraints superfluous to the account of vowel harmony. In contrast, the positional identity account provides a more direct route Shona vowel harmony 33 to the privileged licensing behaviour of initial syllables, and avoids placing the burden of explanation on formal manipulation. Additionally, this analysis rejects the redundancy of the alignment account: the preference for high, rather than mid, vowels in opaque contexts follows directly from the markedness constraint hierarchy *MID > *HIGH, rather than from the recapitulation of this hierarchy elsewhere in the constraint system.
Typological predictions of position-sensitive faithfulness
One of the central tenets of Optimality Theory is that the grammars of different languages derive from different rankings of a universal set of constraints, rather than from the existence of distinct inventories of constraints. By permuting the rankings of a proposed subset of the constraint inventory, one can examine the typological predictions of the theory. Each of the available rankings should correspond to an attested language. The interaction of markedness and faithfulness constraints is the focus of the current investigation. Because distinctive features and prominent positions are both potentially available as arguments for the IDENT constraints, the full inventory of IDENT constraints is potentially quite large. For practical reasons, I will set aside the full inventory and restrict the discussion to the specific constraints proposed above: IDENT-G1(hi), IDENT(hi), *MID and *HIGH.
Because the ranking *HIGH > *MID has consequences for the structure of vowel inventories which do not seem to be borne out in attested languages (but see note 18), the ranking of these constraints is fixed at *MID > *HIGH throughout. Further, as discussed in note 16, the ranking of IDENT(hi) >IDENT-0C1(hi) within a constraint subhierarchy does not generate results which are distinct from those produced by an alternative ranking of the subhierarchy, where IDENT-al(hi) >IDENT(hi). This latter specific > general ranking is therefore taken to be invariant.
Taking these restrictions into account, there are six ranking permutations possible: The rankings in (55a-c) yield languages in which there are no mid vowels in the inventory; this follows from the ranking of *MID above all IDENT constraints. An input [-high] will not be faithfully reproduced in the optimal output, due to the undominated *MID. (55a) is a language with only two vowel heights; any language with a three-vowel system (a, i, u) exemplifies this ranking. The ranking in (55b) characterises a language in which there are no non-low vowels at all. 35 The last example which lacks mid vowels is (55c), the most complex of these cases. The placement of *HIGH between the two IDENT constraints restricts contrastive high vowels to the initial syllable, and has the further consequence that [ + high] is (potentially) harmonically active.36
The remaining rankings (55d-f) yield languages in which mid vowels are permissible in at least some positions. In (55d), mid vowels are permitted in initial syllables, thanks to the ranking IDENT-cr1(hi) > *MID.
However, the subordination of *HIGH to the general faithfulness constraint IDENT(hi) rules out vowel harmony.37 (55e) is a language in which the occurrence of mid and high vowels is entirely free; this is due to the ranking of all faithfulness constraints above all of the markedness constraints. Any value of [high] in the input will be faithfully reproduced in the output, regardless of position, and the low ranking of the markedness constraints obviates the need for shared feature specifications. There is no vowel harmony in a language such as (55e). Finally, the ranking in (55f) yields a language with initial mid vowels and vowel harmony; Shona is an exemplar of just this ranking.
As noted above, the typology predicted by the range of prominent positions which may serve as arguments of faithfulness constraints (including syllable onsets, stressed syllables and long vowels) extends considerably beyond the simple scenario sketched in (55). Documenting the extent to which the typological predictions of positional faithfulness are borne out constitutes an important line of future research. Table I Hale (1973) show non-Lardil segments in non-initial syllables: nh !unh !u 'dog', n !an !a 'wife', n !un !u 'water'. As these appear to be reduplicative forms, they are not likely to be genuine counterexamples to the restricted distribution of marked segments. [6] Hume (1996: n. 11) notes that prefixal vowels in Leti are subject to phonological alternation, and therefore speculates that the relevant initial position which is resistant to change must be non-affixal. This suggests a root/affix asymmetry in faithfulness, a division proposed by McCarthy & Prince (1994b . There is considerable evidence, both psycholinguistic and phonological, that the root/affix distinction has a status similar to the initial/non-initial asymmetry under discussion here. For discussion of the processing literature and relevant references, see Hall (1988 Hall ( , 1992 and Hawkins & Cutler (1988) . Implementation of root vs. affix faithfulness constraints, as well as examples parallel to the initial/non-initial cases in (5), can be found in McCarthy & Prince (1994b Prince ( , 1995 , Alderete (1996) , Urbanczyk (1996) and Beckman (in preparation).
[7] Failure of palatalisation in these cases cannot be attributed to a lack of adjacency between target and trigger, as shown by examples such as iyasec'enzwa 'it is being worked' (< se6enza 'work!') and iyasupelelwa 'it is being preached' (< s'umayela 'preach!'). See Beckman (1994) for further discussion. Not all of these sources focus on the Zezuru dialect, but all of the roots cited are found in Zezuru, according to Hannan (1981) .
[12] Dale (1972) indicates that the first vowel of the reversive extension is a full copy of the final stem vowel: -Vnur/-Vnor. For example, namanura 'unstick ', petenura
